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Abstract—Nowadays scalable IoT management is a bottleneck of IoT development due to the geographically dispersed distribution, fragmented ownerships, and ever-growing population of IoT devices. To intelligently manage massive decentralized applications (dApps) in IoT usecases, Edgence (EDGe + intelligENCe) is proposed to use edge clouds to access IoT devices and users, and then use its in-built blockchain to realize self-governing and self-supervision of the edge clouds. Edgence proposes to use masternode technology to introduce IoT devices and users into a closed blockchain system, which can extend the range of blockchain to IoT-based dApps. Further, masternodes do good to scalability by raising the TPS (transactions per second) of the blockchain network. To support various dApps, a three-tier validation is proposed, namely script validation, smartcontract validation, and masternode validation. To avoid energy consumption resulted by blockchain consensus, Edgence proposes a random but verifiable way to elect a masternode to generate each new block. The potential of the tailored Edgence is shown by examples of decentralized crowdsourcing and AI training.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ever since the first electronic computer was born, decentralization and centralization of computer networks have been interacting and promoting each other, and jointly accelerating the evolution of information technology [1]. Supercomputer era means centralization at a high level, which helped to facilitate enterprise server producers like IBM and GE. Then decentralization boomed as personal computer era came, which produced companies like MicroSoft, Apple, and the concepts of Internet and grid computing. After that, cloud computing era brings new centralization trend of computation and network resources, where Google, Amazon and VMware play the best. While today, as concepts like Internet of Things (IoT), edge computing, peer-to-peer (P2P) communication and blockchain appear and develop fast, no one can deny that we are on the very verge of another wave of decentralization.

Decentralization is naturally integral to the development of IoT: 1) scalable IoT management is a bottleneck of IoT development due to the geographically dispersed IoT devices, their fragmented ownerships, and ever-growing population [2]; 2) as multimedia data is transferred from one edge devices to another in IoT usecases, if IoT management is centralized and its server serves as an intermediary, the data would go through the core network and result in long latency because IoT devices and users are geographically distributed. So centralization management is not fit for time-sensitive IoT applications [3], [4]; 3) centralization can also cause high operation cost, and the users in return will be charged high fees to cover the cost [5]; 4) what is more, if a centralized platform has the full copy of the IoT data, it will raises possibility of leakage of private data or company-sensitive data [6], [7]; 5) the ownership of IoT network is fragmented in that no one can deploy all infrastructures of the whole IoT network, and many personals and organizations will build their own IoT subnetworks for private or public use [2]. As they will not trust each other, a mandatory centralized management does not work here.

However, every coin has two sides, and decentralization of IoT is not easy to realize. The key is the trust among all participants. In the centralized management, the management center (e.g., a platform or company, and the person or organization behind it) serves as the third party guarantee for all participants. While decentralized IoT platform abandons the management center, the challenge is how to build mutual trust among participants in a decentralized way [8]. Blockchain technology makes it possible by implementing self-governing and self-supervision of a closed payment system like Bitcoin. And blockchain smartcontracts can be utilized to implement some IoT applications. But it is still not enough for real IoT usecases because existing blockchain technology cannot connect virtual reality of blockchain to the real world.

In this work, Edgence (EDGE + intelligENCe, Fig. 1) is proposed to serve as a blockchain-enabled edge-computing platform to intelligently manage massive decentralized
applications (dApps) in IoT usecases\(^1\). To extend the range of blockchain to IoT-based dApps, Edgence adopts masternode technology to connect to a closed blockchain-based system to the real world. A masternode contains a full node of the blockchain and a collateral, and is deployed on an edge cloud of mobile edge computing, which is convenient for the masternode to use resources of the edge cloud to run IoT dApps [9]. An edge cloud is always near to mobile users and IoT devices. So Edgence can respond to users without long latency [9], [10]. What is more, as the count number of masternodes is smaller than that of full nodes of the blockchain for its higher minimum requirements (collateral and edge cloud), masternodes do good to scalability of the platform by raising the TPS (transactions per second) of the blockchain network substantially [11], [12]. To better meet the various demands of IoT based dApps, a three-tier validation scheme is proposed, namely script validation (e.g., Bitcoin), smartcontract validation (e.g., Ethereum), and masternode validation (more complex dApps that must interact with the real world). To solve the PoW (proof of working) energy consumption problem, Edgence use an innovative method to elect the validator when a new block is generated each time, which can avoid massive calculation of traditional PoW and improve TPS. That is to say, Edgence is specially tailored for IoT dApps.

The rest is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces what a masternode is, and how the network of masternodes manages Edgence in a decentralized way. Section 3 describes how Edgence supervises what happens to it with a three-tier validation. Then Section 4 tell us how a masternode is elected as a validator. Finally, two IoT dApps supported by Edgence are listed to show the potential of Edgence in IoT industry.

II. MASTERNODES AS DECENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT

Edgence is under the management of a committee that comprises masternodes. No one can gain absolute control over the platform. The entry threshold of a masternode is much more higher than a general full node of existing blockchains, which can decrease the count number of masternodes and improve their trust against general full blockchain nodes. As a result, consensus across masternodes is easy to reach, and Edgence can have much larger TPS, which is very suitable for IoT usecases.

As shown in Fig. 2, masternodes are like a small cloud that underpins a blockchain network in order to provide extra IoT services and offer new features that cannot be provided by the traditional consensus algorithms and mining methods. Anyone can run a masternode. But in order to do so, she needs to have a fixed amount of fund as collateral. If the collateral behind a masternode is spent, or if a masternode stops to provide services to the network for more than a certain period of time, it is removed from the masternode list until normal service resumes. In addition, a constant reward will be given to the validator when a new block is generated each time. To avoid massive calculation of traditional PoW and improve TPS, Edgence use an innovative method to elect the validator. That is to say, Edgence is specially tailored for IoT dApps.

The homepage of Edgence project is at [https://github.com/EdgeIntelligenceChain](https://github.com/EdgeIntelligenceChain). The homepage of Edgence project is at [http://www.edgence.org/](http://www.edgence.org/).

Fig. 2 Masternode layer as decentralized management in Edgence. The set of masternodes can be considered as another layer that is constructed on the blockchain network layer. It connects IoT usecases to the blockchain network. Everyone can join or leave the masternode layer at will, if she has an edge cloud and a fixed amount of fund as collateral. volunteers, a masternode-driven Edgence can scale more efficiently and deploy services more quickly [5].

Physically, a masternode contains a full node of the blockchain, the collateral given by the owner of the masternode, and a server as edge cloud of mobile edge computing [9]. While logically speaking, masternodes run as another layer for trust on top of the original blockchain layer. With this kind of trust, a masternode can do more than a general blockchain full node can.

Masternodes running on edge clouds nicely support potential IoT based dApps: 1) a masternode should have enough storage resource to host the block data of the blockchain. In addition, it should have enough computation resource to run IoT based dApps and interact with massive IoT devices and users. What is more, as masternodes need to communicate with each other, network bandwidth is also needed. The demand of storage/computation/network resources decides that a masternode should be at least a small edge cloud; 2) for a masternode, to save cost and enhance its competitiveness against other masternodes, it should be near to as many mobile users and IoT devices[10], [13]. That is to say, masternodes should be deployed at the edge of network or near to people.

Edgence can resist Sybil attack with the help of the collateral. Sybil attack is a general problem in public Blockchain, which is why Bitcoin adopts PoW, and ETH adopts PoS (proof of stake) to reach a consensus across the blockchain nodes. Edgence adopts collateral of masternodes to increase the entry threshold of malicious nodes, which makes a successful sybil attack too expensive to perform. Specifically, to conduct a successful Sybil attack on Edgence, the attacker must control many masternodes. While each masternode of Edgence has to host a fixed amount of crypto-currency as collateral. So the attacker must buy enough crypto-currency from the secondary market. Considering the limited supply of crypto-currency and the low liquidity available on the market, it becomes an impossibility to attain a large enough to supply to succeed at such an attack.

From the above, we can conclude that Edgence is a decentralized platform rather than a centralized one as it is managed by masternodes: 1) security: it is not easy for

\(^1\) Edgence and several dApps on it are being under sustainable development by our team right now, and it has been open sourced at Github, and the link is [https://github.com/EdgeIntelligenceChain](https://github.com/EdgeIntelligenceChain). The homepage of Edgence project is at [http://www.edgence.org/](http://www.edgence.org/).
someone to control most masternodes; 2) openness: everyone can join in the masternode committee to manage Edgecne, and every masternode can withdraw from Edcence and sell the collateral.

III. THREE-TIER VALIDATION

Validation is vital important in IoT-based dApps, including authentication of massive IoT devices, transaction verification, or whether a dApps is executed as expected. Edgecne adopts a three-tier validation scheme, namely script validation, smartcontract validation, and masternode validation (Fig. 3), for two reasons: 1) to better meet the various demands of IoT based dApps; 2) to improve validation efficiency. The powers of script validation, smartcontract validation and masternode validation become bigger one by one, but their costs become larger one by one, too. When a node is encountered a validation task, to reduce the validation cost, first it should judge which type of validation it belongs to, and then choose the most suitable validation type to perform this validation task.

A. Script Validation

Script validation is to check whether the next person that wants to spend the currency to be transferred can gain the access of this money. A script is essentially a list of operations recorded with each transaction, and they describe how to perform script validation of this transaction.

The first blockchain to use script validation is Bitcoin, but Edgecne disables most operators of Bitcoin’s script system, and keeps only a minimally viable set of operators to perform the basic three kinds of transactions, namely Pay-to-Public-Key-Hash transaction\(^2\), and multi-signature transaction\(^3\). This simplification can decrease the validation complexity and improve the security, which can help to deal with lots of transactions in IoT cases at quite low fees. Note that Edgecne allows maximum 100 signatures in a multi-signature transaction (much larger than 20 signatures in Bitcoin), which can help to realize the decentralized management of the fund pool, etc.

B. Smartcontract Validation

A smartcontract is a piece of codes that can help you exchange money, property, shares, or anything of values in a transparent, conflict-free way while avoiding the services of a middleman, which is much more flexible than script. Ethereum is the first blockchain that can run smartcontract massively. Specifically, an asset or currency is transferred into a program. At some point it automatically validates a condition. And it automatically determines whether the asset should go to one person or back to the other person. It also can determine whether the asset should be immediately refunded to the person who sent it. In the meantime, the decentralized ledger also stores and replicates the document. And the ledger gives it a certain security and immutability. In this process, Ethereum records all executed codes as transactions onto a blockchain.

Smartcontracts work as follows: when a new smartcontract is completed by the developer, at first it should be broadcast to the whole blockchain network, and every node will receive one of its copy. The process of smartcontract validation is like script validation: at one time, when the validator is validating the block, he will validate all of the transactions in this block one by one; when he validate a transaction, he will execute the smartcontract of this transaction, and stores the results onto the blockchain. After that, every other nodes should execute the smartcontract, and check whether the results given by the validator are right. If the validator is found wrong, his chance of validating this block will be taken away.

The runtime of smartcontracts is EDVM (Edgence virtual machine), which is quite different from script validation. The reason is that smartcontracts allow developers to create their own operations with different complexities, which proposes high demand of uniform runtime on all nodes. EDVM makes sure that smartcontracts are separated from each other, and EDVM itself is separated from the host machine. This further improves portability of the smartcontracts. EDVM is compatible with EVM (Ethereum virtual machine), that is to say, most existing smart contracts running on Ethereum could work within Edgecne platform, which makes it easy for users to write IoT-based dApps on Edgence.

C. Masternode Validation

With script validation and smartcontract validation, Edgecne can work like or compatible with most existing blockchains, including UTXO-based chains, which is represented by Bitcoin, and account-based chains, which is represented by Ethereum. At this point, however, it is still a closed payment system, and cannot sense and react to the real world\(^{14}, \, 15\), let alone support for real IoT-based dApps. For example, if a validation process in an IoT usescase takes the outside temperature as a parameter, the validator will first read the temperature value from a sensor and then complete the validation. Note that in script validation and smartcontract validation, all other nodes will perform the same process to check the results given by the validator. As it is hard to ensure that all nodes read temperature values from the identical sensor at the same time, the validation will be a failure. That is to say, a link between the physical universe of IoT usescases and the virtual reality of blockchain invalidates the script and smartcontract validation.

Edgecne uses masternode validation to solve the above-mentioned validation failure problem by connecting blockchain to real world. Masternode validation can read data from three sources: 1) blockchain data of Edgence (e.g., a

---

\(^2\) https://en.bitcoinwiki.org/wiki/Pay-to-Pubkey_Hash
\(^3\) https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Multisignature
transaction log, hash value of a block, etc.; 2) machines including other nodes and IoT devices (e.g., various kinds of sensors for different purposes) [15]; 3) the owner of the masternode (e.g., public opinion survey, or election of a validator that are participated by owners of masternodes). When a new dApp that needs masternode validation is broadcast to the whole masternode network, it will be checked by every masternode. If most masternodes approve this dApp, it will be deployed on every masternode, and then users of Edgence can use this dApp by paying money to the masternode that runs this dApp. Note that a new dApp can be created by composing several already-deployed dApps or combining the three kinds of validations.

Masternode validation is to Edgence what IO is to a computer. If the node network of Edgence can be considered as a decentralized computer, masternode validation helps it to exchange data with the physical universe of various IoT usecases, which is impossible to realize by existing blockchains like Bitcoin or Ethereum. The trust of masternode validation comes from masternodes, instead of multi-party authentication in script validation and smartcontract validation.

Fig. 4 Three steps of validator election in Edgence.

IV. VALIDATOR ELECTION IN EDGENCE

Validator election of a blockchain concerns its operational efficiency and use-cost. More specifically, a better validator election method of Edgence can reduce energy consumption in reaching consensus across all blockchain nodes, improve TPS, and lower the usage fee charged from users. Validator election must meet two essential properties, namely randomness (no one can predict the results in advance), and verification (no one can check the selected results) [11]. Bitcoin uses PoW for validator election, but has been criticized for wasting too much energy, which is not suitable for IoT devices. Ethereum is planned to switch from PoW to PoS, which is not good for TP improvement and may result in negative result of Matthew effect. In Edgence, a simple verifiable method for random node selection in trustless self-organized network is designed, where masternodes’ private keys together with well-designed workflow contribute to the verifiability and randomness.

As is shown in Fig. 4, the workflow of the proposed validator selection method can be considered as three steps, namely Definite Hash, Signature, and Hash Merge:

- **Definite Hash:** This step is to produce a definitive hash, where the word *definite* means that all nodes can get the same hash value without communicating with each other. In order to achieve this goal, the hash of a new generated block is chosen as the seed hash. However, block hash can be manipulated by its miner by adjusting the order of packaged transactions inside it, which may be used by some malicious nodes/miners for an attack. To avoid this, every node can check whether the block hash has been used before. If the answer is no, the seed hash is the definite hash we want. Otherwise, the hash of the current hash is computed to generate a new one, until the first unused hash is obtained as the *definite hash*. Note that a record of the used definite hashes should be built for public to check whether a hash has been used before.

- **Signature:** If a node wants to participate the selection, it should sign the *definite hash* using its own private key. Then the node encapsulates both of the definite hash and its signature into a so-called *node-selection-signature transaction*, and send it to the blockchain. If the *definite hash* is not generated from the specified block, the transaction will be discard in later step of the selection. Once the transaction is confirmed by the network, all nodes can see it, and the sender cannot deny it. As the private key of a node is only hosted by the node itself, and not known by others, it cannot predict other nodes’ signatures in advance. As a result, every node is equal in this step no matter how much computing power it occupies.

- **Hash Merge:** At one time point, each node begins to separate *node-selection-signature transactions* from blocks generated during the whole process of node selection. If any transaction is not legal (e.g., either the definite hash or the sender’s signature is not included, or the definite hash is not right), or more than one *node-selection-signature transactions* are sent by one node, the sender of the transactions will be considered as malicious node, and all transactions from it will be discarded. These malicious nodes, together with the nodes that have not sent a *node-selection-signature transaction*, are considered as to give up the node selection this time, and will not be in the set of candidate nodes in the later step.

A node or set of nodes is selected from the candidate nodes, which can be done by every node. For each candidate node, compute the hash values of all other candidate nodes’ signatures, and then combine these hash values using XOR operator to generate a new hash value. The new generated hash value is used as the score of this candidate node. If it is to select a certain number of nodes, candidate nodes with largest scores are selected. Nodes get the same final result as long as they follow the rules.

Now we show the election is verifiable and random:

- **Verification:** *Verification* means that every participating node must act according to the predetermined rules, or it will be found out at once by others, and it will not lead to bad effect on the later step. Illegal action in *definite hash* step will result in a different hash1 from other honest nodes. As hash1 is encapsulated in the *node-selection-signature transaction*, this illegal action in *definite hash* step will be revealed to the public. Illegal action in *signature* step may generate two consequences. One is illegal *node-selection-signature transaction*, e.g.,
lack of needed data segments, which is easy to be found. The other one is wrong signature, such as signing on the wrong hash instead of the hash! in last step, or signing with the wrong private key. Every node can use the node’s public key to check whether its signature is right. Illegal action in hash merge cannot generate the right selected node set, which will not be recognized by honest nodes.

- **Randomness:** Randomness means that no one can control or predict the selected nodes in advance. The signature of hash! by each node in signature step must be generated using the node’s private key. As the private key is hosted by each node and not known by others, no one can know the signature before the signature is broadcasted by the node [6]. What is more, the most widely used signature algorithms, namely ECDSA and Schnorr, can generate different signatures for the same information using the same private key, which add more randomness of the signature step. A node’s score is generated with all other nodes’ signatures. That is to say, a malicious node cannot control its own score or any other node’s score. If there are at least one node not under the malicious node’s control, the scores become completely different.

The designed validator election of Edgence makes it suitable for IoT usecases. Edgence avoids energy waste in reaching consensus completely. As the number of masternodes is smaller, the time needed for reaching consensus over the whole blockchain network is much less, which helps to improve TPS to support various IoT DApps.

V. **IOT-BASED DAPPS DEPLOYED ON EDGENCE**

A. **Decentralized Crowdsourcing**

Crowdsourcing has great potential in promoting AI development by providing a continuous supply of labelled data for model training and evolving. A typical usecase is crowdsourcing based AI (Fig. 5), including AI training, where crowdsourcing service helps to label the raw data to provide enough labeled dataset for AI training [16]; AI augmenting, where if the trained model generates labels of low confidence for some new data, crowdsourcing service would be adopted to replace these labels with labels from humans; and AI evolving, where the new human-labeled data in AI augmenting is used to train the AI model again, in the hope of larger confidence value when encountered with similar data next time.

However, the traditional crowdsourcing platforms are totally centralized, which results in the following problems:

- **privacy risks of user data.** A centralized platform has the full copy of the tasks’ data, which raises possibility of leakage of private or company-sensitive data [7];
- **long latency.** Multimedia data attached to tasks from a requester must go through core network to reach workers, which may result in long latency. So crowdsourcing is not fit for time-sensitive applications like AR or IOV [3], [4].

To solve these problems, Edgence first decentralizes a crowdsourcing platform by deploying it on many masternodes, and then supervises all activities of every participant and the public fund of the decentralized crowdsourcing platform (Fig. 5). What we need to do is to design a set of incentive functions for three participants, namely requester, worker and masternodes, hence in theory making the platform incentive-compatible, where every participant must cooperate honestly to maximize her own interest [17], [18]. Compared with traditional crowdsourcing platform, a decentralized crowdsourcing platform under management of Edgence can provide low fee cost, time latency, and stable accessibility.

B. **Decentralized AI training**

Due to limited storage and computing power, edge devices at edge network (e.g., mobile phones and surveillance cameras) cannot train locally deep learning models[13], [14]. The traditional deep learning training requires users (i.e., owners of edge devices) to upload local dataset to a cloud center first, and then do the training process there using massive resources of cloud center. However, uploading local dataset to a centralized cloud center controlled by someone else leaves user data privacy in danger. In addition, uploading multimedia data (e.g., photos and videos generated by users) will occupy vast part of bandwidth resource of users and storage resource of cloud center, which will result in weak scalability as the number of terminal devices or data volume of each user increase [12], [19].
Cloud center, the framework can improve data privacy protection and high scalability. The front and back networks are all implemented in agents, which is better for better cooperation among them, reducing the administrative burden, and offer a more flexible way to protect data transferring from tampering [20], [21].

CONCLUSION
This work introduces how Edgence uses edge clouds and blockchains to intelligently manage massive decentralized IoT applications (dApps). To support IoT dApps, Edgence is tailored from several ways, including masternodes as its decentralized management, three-tier validation, and validator election method. At last, decentralized crowdsourcing and AI training are listed to show the scalability and cost control of Edgence for IoT dApps.

In the future, we will proceed with the development of the Edgence platform. Moreover, we will complete and test some dApps on it, including decentralized crowdsourcing and AI training.
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